
















Schuylkill Busway 

The Schuylkill Busway is a proposal for a new rapid transit facility in one of Philadelphia’s most congested 

transportation corridors.  The busway would run approximately 5 ½ miles from City Hall to City Avenue providing 

a traffic-free route into Center City for bus lines 9, 27, 38, 44, 48, 124, and 125, as well as a number of potential 

new lines.     

Description – The Schuylkill Busway would operate in tunnel, open cut, on a dedicated surface ROW, and on 

public streets.  It would begin near Love Park in Center City Philadelphia where connections are available for the 

Broad Street Subway, Market Street Elevated, all Regional Rail lines, and many bus lines.  From there it would 

run underground to Logan Circle, where it would turn north under 19th Street.  A station could be located under 

Logan Circle.  From 19th Street the busway would turn west at the City Branch and continue through the cut and 

tunnel to 27th Street.  Stations could be located near PCCC and the Art Museum.  After leaving the tunnel the 

busway would rise, cross the CSX tracks and then descend to track level again on the other side.  The busway 

would continue on the west side of the CSX tracks through Fairmount Park and across Columbia Bridge where 

the busway would again rise to an overpass over the freight line from Zoo Junction.  Stations could be located at 

Girard and Kelly Drive.  The busway would continue on the west side of the CSX right-of-way to City Avenue 

where it would end with exclusive ramps to the Schuylkill Expressway and City Avenue.  Stations could be 

located at Strawberry Bridge and Falls Bridge.  A large parking garage with easy access to the Schuylkill 

Expressway and City Avenue could be located here.  (See map on next page) 

Given the sometimes narrow width of the right-of-way, the use of an existing tunnel, and the location adjacent 

to an urban park, a guided busway with a planted center strip could be considered.  Hybrid buses that operate 

on battery power alone for short distances, as in Seattle’s downtown bus tunnel, would be used to eliminate 

emissions in the underground sections.     

Purpose - The busway would serve several key purposes: to greatly reduce travel time for the many bus 

passengers currently using on-street bus routes that parallel the busway route, to increase the attractiveness of 

public transit to existing auto drivers in this highly-congested transportation corridor, and to encourage TOD in 

less accessible locations such as City Avenue, Brewerytown, and Strawberry Mansion.  

Need - The busway corridor is highly congested resulting in poor performance and long travel times for all 

modes.  This results in additional cost of operations for both transit and auto modes, environmental issues, and 

reduced mobility for people without cars.  Several major travel destinations in the busway corridor including the 

Philadelphia Art Museum, Fairmount Park, and the Philadelphia Zoo, are currently poorly connected to the 

region’s rapid transit system. 

Benefits – The benefits of the busway for riders and SEPTA are significant.  Assuming a 30 mph average speed 

(analogous to other busways of similar design), travel time savings for routes using the busway would be 

between 5 and 15 minutes, representing travel time savings of up to 50%.  This would result in user benefits for 

existing riders, an increase in ridership due to improved service quality, travel time savings, and direct 

connections to currently underserved locations, and reduction in SEPTA operating costs.  Reliability for bus lines 

in the corridor would be improved, leading to additional cost savings and ridership gains.  































Original artwork taken from the Internet w/o
permission.

(1960s‐era catalog showing conceptualization
Of the visitor’s center).

http://hiddencityphila.org/wp‐content/uploads/2014/02/Progress‐.jpg





This rectangle represents a parking garage.  It rests on pillars that are an
adaptation of Frank Lloyd Wright’s “dendriform” pillars from the Johnson
Wax building.   What those pillars are, however, is the “void space” [filled
with concrete] that would exist, if a set of “parabolic” domes were to be
constructed, side‐by‐side, that would serve as “piers” that would support
a flat roof/floor.

The glass cylinder pictured, above, in the center of the painting, is a 3‐ or 
4‐story‐high adaptation of the existing “visitor’s center”, at Love Park.  It 
holds a spiral ramp that allows cars to drive from the underground parking 
area to the above‐ground parking garage, and keeps fumes from collecting
In the open space between the pillars.

New “Love Park” Structure.

















WRT’s Civic Engagement Comments for Love Park 
October 10, 2014 
 
 

1) One smooth sloping grade with mounds and terrain. 
2) Don’t forget to accommodate the Christmas Village. 
3) Visitors Center patio spillout at grade. 
4) No dyed water!!! 
5) Visitors Center blocks visibility in. 
6) Re-label fountain to say “no bathing”. Encourage dipping your toes. How can you have shallow water 

conducive to use by office workers in dry clean only?  
7) Remove walls, Put in lawn. 
8) Make Love Park a horticultural gem. Partner with Morris Arboretum. Collaborate with surrounding 

businesses. Highlight architectural history surrounding the park. Reveal the City of Brotherly & Sisterly 
Love. 

9) Yes! Partner with PHS for rotating flower show style exhibits. 
10) Lose one lane of traffic around the park! 
11) Remove walls and make the borders more permeable. 
12) More street access on 15th St. 
13) Flat fountain landing – no pool. 
14) Allow people to access the water. 
15) Make it the opposite of Dilworth. 
16) Connect to Suburban Station. 
17) Less hardscape – more informal than Dilworth – more about terrain. 
18) Double the fountain height! 
19) LUSH! Lots of textured plantings. 
20) Frame view of Art Museum instead of blocking it with giant fountain. 
21) MORE TREES! BIG TREES (50’-60’). Shade – Yes! 
22) More Visibility. 
23) Design a permanent stage platform area. 
24) Flatten the park to make it more flexible.  
25) Step #1 Slow Traffic 

Step #2 is a “Destination Space” 
Step #3 Shield public from traffic 
Step #4 Views matter 
Step #5 active and passive zones are a plus! 

26) No parking Lanes. 
27) “Mr. Nutter – tear down this wall!”  - (15th St.) 
28) (arrow point to Dilworth) To the newest stone-clad park in Philly! They are saving the trees for Love 

Park. 
29) Bring back the skate park – or some kind of designated skating area. 
30) Design the park so when the skateboarders use it (because they will) the park continues to look nice. 
31) Love Park = Love Path. There is no “there” there. 
32) Eyes on the Street. 
33) People need a soft refuge from the hard city landscapes. There aren’t enough for people who work 

nearby. 
34) Embrace the food trucks but design a space that can actually accommodate it.  
35) Keep It Simple Stupid (KISS). 
36) Love Park has always been something I walk around to get where I want to go.  Invite me to walk 

through this spectacle so I can get a taste of Philly. 
37) Make connection to adjacent parks and rest of City.  

 
 



Blog Posts on JFK Plaza/ LOVE Park from William West 

http://westwordsphilly.blogspot.com/search/label/Love%20Park 

http://westwordsphilly.blogspot.com/search/label/Love%20Park
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